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ABSTRACT 
Generic contraction numbers are derived for a class of additive correction 
methods based on orthogonal projection. The only assumption on the range of the 
projector is that it contains the residual. This generalizes previous work of the authors 
on positive definite operators and provides convergence results for restarted general- 
ized conjugate gradient methods under a variety of conditions. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let H, be a real n-dimensional Hilbert space equipped with inner 
product (a, .) and induced norm 11. 1j2. If X and Y are linear spaces, we 
denote the class of bounded linear operations from X into Y by L(X, Y). 
When X = Y, we use the abbreviated notation L(X). 
*This research was supported in part by AFOSR Grants 88-0262 and 88-0234 and by 
AFOSR contract F49620-88-C-0040. 
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An operator B E L(H,) is positive real (PR) if B + B* is self-adjoint 
positive definite (SPD), where B* E L(H,) is the adjoint of B (Hageman and 
Young 1981, p. 342). If B is PR, then it is not difficult to see that B is 
nonsingular and B -l is also PR. For example, if Bu = 0, then (B*u, u> = 
(u, Bu)= 0, so that (u,(B* + B)u) = 0; i.e., u = 0. Furthermore, regarding 
B-‘, we have (u,[B-’ +(Bpl)*]u)=([B + B*]v,v), where u = Bv. With 
these facts in mind we consider the problem of determining u E H, such 
that 
Au=f, (I) 
where A is invertible and f is a given element of H,. 
Certain popular iterative methods for the solution of (I), such as general- 
ized conjugate gradient (GCG) methods (Hageman and Young 1981, p. 339; 
Elman 1982; Saad and Schultz 1985; Vatysa 1988) and multigrid methods 
(Hackbusch 1985, McCormick 1987) incorporate into their overall solution 
strategies an additive correction algorithm of the following type: Given an 
approximation u0 of u and an m dimensional subspace S,,, c H,: 
1. Compute the residual 
r,)= f -Au,. 
2. Observe that the error e,r = u - u0 satisfies 
Ae, = rO. 
(2) 
(3) 
3. Compute an approximation 6, E S,, of e, 
4. Form a corrected approximation of u, 
u1= u. + e’“. (41 
The key to this additive correction phase is, of course, the method of 
determining e’,. In many instances (for example, GCG methods) this is done 
by an orthogonal projection of e, onto S,,, with respect to a suitably defined 
inner product. Thus if F E L(H,) is a given SPD operator, and we define the 
inner product 
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with induced norm ]I. IIF, then 
where II, is the orthogonal projector of H, onto S,, with respect to (., .)F. 
To obtgin a more concrete representation of n,,,*, we assume with no loss 
of generality that S,,, = rg(S), where s E L( R’“, H,) is some injection, and 
R”’ denotes m-dimensional Euclidean space (endowed with the usual dot 
product). Then it can be verified that 
rIsp,L= S(S*FS)-5°F. (6) 
Note that by (5) and (3) 
&, = S( S*FS) -‘S*FA-‘r,. (7) 
Hence, the prescription (5) is practical only if F is of the form 
F=EA (8) 
for some E E L(H,). If A is SPD, then an obvious and common choice for E 
is the identity Z (i.e. F = A). 
Note that in terms of the elements u and ui, Equation (5) is equivalent 
to the condition 
II% - 4lF G lb - UIIF (9) 
for any element u of the coset ua + S,,. Again, if A is SPD and F = A, then 
ui is also the minimizer over ua + S,, of the quadratic functional 
4(u) = (o,Au) -2(u>f). 
This is the usual condition required of the classical conjugate gradient 
iterates [see for example Golub and Van Loan (1983, p. 362)], while the 
condition (9) is used in the more general case (Hageman and Young 1981, 
p. 342). 
In this paper we give conditions under which there is a contraction 
number y < 1 such that if (5) defines the additive correction procedure and 
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e, = u - ul, then 
This establishes the convergence of any iterative method consisting solely of 
additive corrections satisfying (10). Moreover, given a more general iterative 
scheme which includes additive corrections for which (10) holds, conver- 
gence follows whenever the other phases of an iterative step do not increase 
the error. This is the case, for instance, with restarted versions of the 
conjugate gradient and certain GCG methods. 
The present work generalizes a recent result of the authors (Chou and 
Porsching 1989) in the case where A is SPD. However, the contraction 
number obtained here is not as sharp as the earlier one. 
2. PRELIMINARY LEMMAS 
We base our results on two lemmas. The first one, whose proof is 
omitted, is due to Braess (1981). 
LEMMA 1. Let X be a Hilbert space with inner product (. , . ) and 
induced norm Il./I. Suppose that X is the direct sum of the subspaces V and W, 
and that there is a real number y < 1 such that 
I(w> I G Ylbll IIZL’II (11) 
for all v E V, w E W. Zf n, and n, denote respectively the orthogonal 
projectors of X onto V and W with respect to ( -, . ), and if x E X is such that 
n,x = 0, then 
IIX - ““XII =G YIIXIL 
In the next lemma the quantities A,,(K) and h,.,(K) denote the 
minimum and maximum eigenvalues of the symmetric operator K E L(H,). 
LEMMA 2. Let B E L(H,) be PR, let Z denote the identity operator, and 
let (Y be a real variable. Then 
minllI-aBl12dy(B), 
ol20 
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where 
[ 
&“( z3 + B*) 1/Z 
y(B)= l- 
4A,,( B*B) I 
< 1. (12) 
Proof. Let (Y >, 0. Then 
< 1- ah,,( B* + B) + A,,( B*B). 
Since A ,,(B*B) > 0, it is easy to see that as a function of CY E [O,m) the 
minimum value of the right side of the inequality is r2(B). n 
3. CONTRACTION NUMBER THEOREM 
The following theorem provides sufficient conditions for an estimate of 
the type (10). 
THEOREM 1. Let u. be given, and let r,,, e’,, and u1 be given by (21, (S), 
and (4). Zf r0 E S, and FA-’ is PR, then the errors ei = u - ui, i = O,l, 
satisfy 
IlelllF G Y( F1~2A-‘F-“2)lleollF, 
where y( .) is the contraction number (12). 
Proof. We will verify the hypotheses of Lemma 1 when X = H,, 
(o;)=(*;)~, V=S,, W=(A-‘V)l, and x=e,. 
We have dimV-tdimW=m+(n-m)=dimH,. Moreover, if z~Vn 
W, then (z, FA-‘y) = 0 for all y E V. Hence, in particular (a, FA-‘a) = 0, 
and this implies that (z, [ FA-’ +( FA-‘)*]z) = 0. However, since FA- ’ is 
PR, we necessarily have .a = 0. It follows that X = V@ W. 
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Next, assume that o E V, w E W, and let (Y be a nomiegative number. 
Then 
(0, w) = (0, Fw) 
=(Fw,v)-a(w,FA-‘u) 
= ( F’/2W, [I _ ,F1/2A-1F-1/2]F1/“u). 
Thus 
= III - CIF”~A-~F-““II. II II 2’F llwll F’ 
But F1/2A-‘F-1/” = F-1/2(FA-1)F-1/2, and so it follows from the hy- 
potheses that F ‘12AA- ‘F-‘12 is PR. Hence Lemma 2 applies and we have 
Finally, let T E L(Rn-‘n, H,) be an injection such that rg(T) = W. Then 
II, = T(T*FT) -‘T*F, 
so that by (31, 
II+ = II,A-‘r, = T(T*FT)-lT*FA-‘ro. (13) 
Now ra E V by hypothesis. Moreover, for any 17 E R”-““, TV E (A-lV)L. 
Therefore, 
0 = (T~J,A-%,), = (TV, FA-5,) = 7.(~*~~-1r,). 
It follows that T*FA-‘r. = 0, and so H,x = 0 by (13). 
4. APPLICATIONS 
a 
In this section we consider the application of Theorem 1 to some specific 
types of systems (I). Note that in terms of the operator E defined by (8), the 
hypotheses of Theorem 1 require that E be PR and EA SPD. 
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If A itself is SPD, then as previously observed, we can take F = A. In 
this case the contraction number of Theorem 1 is 
where K~(A) denotes the spectral condition number of A. This should be 
compared with the contraction number [KJA) - ll/[~,(A) + II previously 
obtained by the authors for this special case [Chou and Porsching (1989); see 
also Luenberger (197311. It is easy to see that -y(A- ‘12 [K&A)- ll/[~,(A) 
+ l], with equality if and only if A = I. 
Next we consider the case when A is PR. Since A* is then also PR, we 
can take F = A*A. The contraction number is r((A*A)1’2A-1(A*A)““), but 
this can be simplified by applying the following lemma. In the proof of the 
lemma we use p(K) to denote the spectral radius of K E L(H,). 
LEMMA 3. Let A, P E L(H,) be respectively nonsingular and SPD. Then 
for any real number (Y, 
IIZ-C~(A*P-~A) ‘/eA-lp(A*p-lA)-l/e~~ 2 = III - CXP”~A-‘P”~~~,. 
Proof. We have 
Let I?* denote the right side of (14). Then 
III - aB*II; = \I( I- aB)( I - aB*) II2 = p(z - a( B + B”) + a”BB”) 
Substituting for B and B*, and noting that 
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we see that 
= & _ a(A + A*)A-‘P1/2P1/2A*-1 + a2pA-‘p’/2p1/2A*-1) 
= &4*P-‘/2[ Z _ aP’/2A*-‘( A + A*)A-‘P’/2 
+ a2P1/2A-lpA*-1-lp1/2] p’/54*-1 
> 
= p( Z _ a[ p’/2A* - lp’/2 + p’/2A- 1p1/2] 
+ a2pl/2A*-lpl/2pl/2A-lp1/2 
>. 
But the right side of the last equality is just 
p((z_-(YP’/2~~-‘p’/“)(Z-aP’~2~-‘p1~2)) = III-- (yp'~2A-1P1~2~~;. 
If A is PR, we apply Lemma 3 with P = I. The result is that the 
contraction number r((A*A)1’2A-1(A*A)-‘J2) may be replaced by y(A-‘). 
Finally, we turn to the generalized conjugate gradient acceleration proce- 
dures as presented in Hageman and Young (1981). Let Q E L(H,) be a 
nonsingular splitting or preconditioning operator. Then (1) can be written as 
(Z-G)u=b, (15) 
where G = Z - Q-‘A and b = Q- ‘_f. In the context of the basic iterative 
method 
V /c+l=%c+b (v,,=q,>, k=o 1 , ,...> (16) 
the quantity ra = b -(I - G)u, is known as a “pseudoresidual.” Note that 
?-a = ui - va. 
We assume [as do Hageman and Young (1981, p. 34111 that there is an 
operator Z such that Z(Z - G) is SPD. If S, is the m dimensional (Krylov) 
subspace spanned by the elements r,,(Z - G)r,, . . . , and if F = Z(Z - G), 
then our additive correction method is equivalent to the generalized conju- 
gate gradient method termed ORTHODIR by Hageman and Young. If Z is PR, 
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then the method becomes the so-called ORTHOMIN method.’ It follows 
immediately from the definitions of S,, and F that Theorem 1 applies to 
ORTHOMIN with the contraction number y([ Z(I - G)]-““Z[ Z(I - G)]-‘I”). 
The GCW generalized conjugate gradient method [after Concus and 
Golub (1976) and Widlund (1978)] is obtained from (15) by choosing 
Q = +(A* + A) under th e assumption that A is PR. In this case we can take 
F = A*Q-‘A, and Theorem 1 holds with respect to the contraction number 
y~~A*Q~‘A~“2A~‘Q~A*Q~1A)~“2>. By applying Lemma 3 with P = Q, we 
see that this contraction number can be replaced by y(Q1/2A-‘Q’/2). 
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